Section Two: LC Classification Additions and Changes, B-BX
compiled by Joanna Hause

The entries in this list were selected from the Library of Congress, Policy and Standards Division’s Library of Congress Classification List, 8 (2013:August 19) to 10 (2013:October 21).

The lists of additions and changes to the Library of Congress Classification are posted on the LC Cataloging and Acquisitions Web site as they are approved monthly. The lists are at: http://www.loc.gov/aba/cataloging/classification/weeklylists/.

The class letter identifies the schedule to which changes and additions are made. New captions are accompanied by a full hierarchy as necessary; changes are indicated by a cancelled line and the addition of a new line. Changes are also highlighted in gray. Numbers that appear in square brackets are not printed in the printed editions of the classification schedules. They are shown on this list only to indicate the location of the corresponding caption or reference within the classification.

This list also includes selected changes and additions outside the B-BX classes relating to religious topics or library science.

Please send comments, suggestions, or corrections to me at:

Joanna Hause
Southeastern University
1000 Longfellow Blvd.
Lakeland, FL 33801
Phone: 863-667-5062
E-mail: jhause@seu.edu
Class B

Philosophy (General)
Modern (1450/1600- )
By region or country
Eastern Europe
   By region or country
   Romania
      Individual philosophers, A-Z

B4825.B36-.B364              Băncilă, Vasile, 1897-1979  TABLE B-BJ5

Class BL

Religions. Mythology. Rationalism
Religion
   History and principles of religions
      Asian. Oriental
         By religion
            Zoroastrianism (Mazdeism). Parseeism
               Special topics
                  Other, A-Z

BL1590.C56              Clothing and dress

Class BM

Judaism
Sources
   Rabbinical literature
      Special topics, A-Z
         Vision

BM496.9.V57

Relation of Judaism to special subject fields
   Other, A-Z
BM538.I46              Immigration

   Practial Judaism
      Liturgy and ritual
         Special elements of the liturgy, A-Z

BM670.H39              Hazkarat neshamot  TABLE BM6